
Welcome to buy our products, all of us in this loyal employees expressed
thanks to you! In order to give full play to the role of product performance,
reduce unnecessary losses and injuries, the use of the product before you
read the instruction manual and retain it for future reference.

Warning: Products must comply with instructions before use and, if

violations of operation, an accident occurs, the factory will not be responsible.

1、Product safety ground before!
2、 Rinse with water spray tube is strictly prohibited!

The new product design alone, beautiful shape, arc shape, adjustable
three-tier display, surrounded by glass perspective, with optional thermostat
with temperature display, make the temperature uniform, and with wet
compensation, to keep food moisture.

Ⅰ、Performance
Thermostatic and Humidity

Ⅱ、Technical Parameters
Item No Volts(V) Frequency Power( kW) Dimensions(mm)
HW-819A 220 50 0.75 335*575*465

Ⅲ、Installs the operating procedure
1.Product safety ground before!
2. Product line voltage must be rated;
3. Each time before use is not connected to the power carried on the Sheng
basin add water to 0.6 liters of water each time;
4. Power on, power indicator light, rotary heat switch, select the food holding
temperature room temperature can rise, through natural flow, the temperature

can be maintained the same levels;
5. In use, such as the need for lighting, lighting switch to open enable the
operation more convenient and better display effect, at the same time open
the top of the decorative lights, increase the display of results;
6. After use, clean the power supply must be cut off to prevent accidents;
7. Use of the process, such as abnormal behavior, stop the role of
troubleshooting to professionals, can continue to use.
8. This product does not apply to physical, sensory or mental deficiency or a
lack of experience and knowledge of people (including children).
Water jet appliance part is strictly prohibited!

Ⅳ、Transport and Storage

During transport, prevent, vibration, impact, upside down, squeeze,
waterproof, non-corrosive gas stored in the warehouse.

Ⅴ、Cleaning and Maintenance

1.After use with non-corrosive cleaning agent, clean the cupboards bore.
2.Prohibited the use of paint has rubbed soluble liquid insulation cabinet
surface!

Ⅵ、Electrical schematic
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D1-Power Light R-Heating Pipe D2、D3-LED Lighting

D4、D5-Decorative lights WK-Thermostat K1-Lighting switch

K2-Decorative light switch
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